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A DOUBLE ACTION

GUNNERS FIGHT FIRE AND ENEMY RAIDERS

Gunners of a Light A.A. Battery fought for four hours against blazing

gorse which threatened to spread to their gun and ammunition dump during a

recent raid.

while half the team kept the gun in action, maintaining constant fire on

lew flying raiders, the remainder Began dealing with the flames, stripping

off their leather jerkins and. using them as flails* They also moved the

ammunition out of danger, tossing the containers from hand to hand in a human

chain*

At one time they wore in the centre of an area of blazing gorse.

The raid, which lasted for some hours, was the battery's .first engagement

with the enemy - and they marked, it By making their first ‘kill'. All the

battery's guns saw heavy action, firing almost without a Break*

The gunners had just Begun to engage the first of the raiders when a

heavy bomb fell within 40 yards of them. Blast Blew them from their posts,
But no one was injured. As they sprang up to re-engage the enemy a shower

of incendiaries sot the gorse on fire.

They "began shooting at flares dropped by the raider.

As the first three of one batch of flares twinkled in the'sky, the gun layers
traversed ahead estimating the position of the plane and fired one shot. The

bomber burst into flames and crashed into the sea.

Later a launch picked up the body of a Goman airman. Burning wreckage

was still floating nearby.

One of the battery's gun teams put up a record number of rounds. So fast

was the rate of fire that even the cook left his kitchen and carried ammunition

to feed the guns.

People living in houses not far from the guns were so impressed that when

the raid ended, instead, of leaving their shelters and going to bed, they stayed

up and made the gunners sandwiches and hot drinks, which they carried to them

at their posts.
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